In the movie, *Planet Of The Apes*, an astronaut crash-lands on earth as it exists in the future and find it ruled by intelligent apes. So now they make this new movie about other astronauts who try to locate and rescue that astronaut. Will the mission succeed? Will the movie studio break even on the cost of the ape costumes? Tumes? Will any zoos on earth sue? Come with us now... Let's go...

**UNDERNEATH THE PLANET OF THE APES**

Harry's dead! Now I'm left alone to wander this hostile, desolate planet alone!

Now I'm left alone to deliver all the stupid lines in this unbelievable movie myself because this lucky stiff coped out and died in the first 5 minutes of the film.

It's no use! I'm exhausted, defeated! No food or water and probably just a few hours to live.

Beautiful, half-dressed woman on a horse?! Eat your heart out, Neil Armstrong!

I'm so exhausted I think a beautiful, half-dressed woman on a horse is staring at me.

Isn't it strange how a man at death's door can summon deep reserves of strength to go on? Why is that? Do you know, honey?
Hey (choke) C'mon lady! I was only (gaak) kidding!

Hey! These dogtags belong to Taylor, one of the missing astronauts! Can you take me to him?

Say, what's wrong with you anyhow? You just sit there looking beautiful, unable to talk, and utterly fascinated by everything I say! Do you know what I think?

I think you're everything a man wants in a woman, that's what I think.

Well I'll be... A planet of talking apes with the same problem we had on earth back in the 1960's!

If this is supposed to be bring satire, somebody's only teething us!

But sarge, I had k.p. yesterday!

They're mobilizing an army! Well, one thing is certain; soldiers are the same all over!

Ah! Interesting specimens!

Hmm... If apes rule this planet and people look like guinea pigs, then the giraffes here must resemble butterflies... and fish gotta fly and birds gotta swim...

They'll make fine guinea pigs.
Aah, shaddap! I played on him the old "Offer-a-Banana-With-Knockout Drops To The-Super-Intelligent-Ape" trick! Works every time!

Uh, could you tell us how to get to the forbidden zone?

Take the shuttle to Grand Central and change to the "E" train. Stay on until you get to where Yankee Stadium used to be.

Suddenly I got a funny feeling about where we are!

Oh no! Wow! I was afraid it would turn out to be this!

Look at the mess down here and the weird looking people!

We've somehow gone back in time to the New York City of the 1960's!

All kidding aside, this must be the aftermath of some horrible atomic war of the future!

And now the most terrifying discovery of all! This gum machine doesn't work! Some things never change!

Can we help you?

Oh, wow! Horribly scarred mutants! Terribly disfigured by an atomic war no one wanted but no one could stop! What a bitter lesson for mankind!

Oh, war? This is from aggravation! You try living with pollution, strikes, noise and the Mets for 40 years!
B-But look at your subway! Only an atomic bomb could've done this!

Oh stop it, wouldja? It's just another typical two-train collision. It happens everyday now in New York.

I was sent here to find you! What happened?

My ship passed through a time warp. No, it was a space warp. Or was it a face warp?

Oh all I know is when I stick my hand through a wall I get Passaic, New Jersey in 1943!

Hey! Over here!

The apes have invaded our forbidden zone! We're done for!

I'll just set off this bomb which will destroy the entire planet! The heck with New York City, and the rest of the state, too!

The apes have killed just about everybody and I think they've winged me!

I suppose it's the only way to end a bomb of a movie.

A MUTANT IS YOUR UNCLE'S SILENT WIFE!

Wait! Don't set that bomb off! Apes and mutants can live together in peace. There's still hope for earth!

Who cares if you can be friends? I've gone from portraying heroic Biblical figures and great men in history to wrestling actors in monkey suits. Don't you understand? There's nothing left for me personally!

I just wanna say I loved you as Moses.

Thanks!